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Klaus Felix Kaiser before this last flight, July 2012 

 

Promoting science at and sometimes even beyond its interdisciplinary boundaries requires lots of 
enthusiasm, vision, creativity and stamina, as well as strong charisma and a sufficient amount of 
self-confidence. Klaus Felix Kaiser, who unexpectedly died July 20th, 2012, certainly commanded 
a great quantity of all these characteristics.  

For more than 35 years of his professional career, he incessantly worked on the development and 
improvement of tree-ring records from the Late Glacial and Early Holocene periods. His productive 
life-task consequently resulted in the oldest floating tree-ring chronology from nearly 150 individual 
pines collected in Switzerland. This annually resolved and millennium-long paleo-environmental 
archive reaches back to ~14’000cal BP. It remains worldwide unique.  

By approaching the climatological enigma of the Bølling, Allerød and Younger Dryas at the 
transition from the Late Glacial into the Early Holocene episode, Felix operated at a cross-
disciplinary interface, stimulating methodological forefronts in dendrochronology, 
paleoclimatology/ecology, and radiocarbon dating. 

His exceptional pine compilation did enhance accuracy of the global 14C calibration curve, and will 
allow high-resolution terrestrial and marine proxies to be linked. National and inter-national 
collaboration, together with the supervision of students and PhDs resulted in a rich body of 
literature, peaking in a most recent review article on the entire range of Late Glacial ring width 
chronologies across Europe (Kaiser et al. 2012). Felix is bequeathing a fascinating 
dendrochronological playground for us, thanks.  
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Undoubtedly, Felix was an outstanding scientist, honored with a Professorship at the University of 
Zurich, nonetheless, he was also a dedicated teacher in Geography, and his wealth of experience, 
great sense of humor and social skill motivated a whole generation of students. Moreover, Felix 
was a passionate pilot and widely familiar with good cuisine and wine. In liaison with his wife, he 
travelled all over the globe. 

Those who spent time with him at WSL will warmly remember Felix as a friend, colleague and 
advisor, but also as a critical mind and demanding lateral thinker. Sharing his scientific passion for 
more than ten years brought me the privilege to frequently learn from him about tree rings and life. 
Joining Felix on a flight over the Alps was memorable.  

 

– Contributed by Ulf Büntgen 

Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL 
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